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The HipGISAXS software can be downloaded and installed from the following link: 

http://portal.nersc.gov/project/m1285/hipgisaxs.html.  
 

A.  HipGISAXS Inputs 

  

The code uses an object-oriented input file format in which the sample structure, 

GISAXS experimental parameters, and simulation parameters are specified.  This input 

format is designed to describe a generalized parameterization of a scattering experiment 

for any nanostructure.  Here the sample is defined by a collection of scattering objects 

embedded in non-layered, single-layered, and multi-layered structures.  Therefore, the 

user may superimpose any number of shapes, which define any number of ensembles that 

are placed inside any number of layers (see Figures 2-4). 

The HipGISAXS input is a data structure that specifies a set of element objects, 

namely “shape,” “layer,” “structure,” “instrumentation,” and “computation.”  Each 

element object has a set of attributes that are chosen from the following set of 

fundamental and complex data types: string, integer, real, vector, and object. 

 

1.  shape  

 

A “shape” object defines a shape in the material sample by specifying its type or a 

source filename which defines the shape, along with the geometric parameters, 

orientation, and origin position with respect to the coordinate system of the shape, as 

http://portal.nersc.gov/project/m1285/hipgisaxs.html
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shown in Figure 8(a).  It is required to specify at least one shape object, and each may be 

defined by the following attributes: 

 

 key (string): a required unique shape identifier. 

 

 name (string): a required shape name. There are two types of shape definitions: (1) 

Analytical – the shape is included in a list of predefined shapes in HipGISAXS and 

has an analytical expression for the form factor.  In all cases, the analytical form 

factor is defined with the shape (or its largest base) centered around the z-axis and its 

lowermost points lying on the z = 0 plane.  The current predefined shapes and their 

corresponding parameters are given in Table 1.  (2) Custom – a complex shape or 

morphology defined in real-space, which may be generated from, for example, a 

CAD software program.  Because the form factor calculation is based on a surface 

integral (see Equation 6), the surface envelope of the shape, which defines the 

interface between two or more media, garners the most consideration here.  This 

surface may be discretized, for example by a triangulation mesh, and stored in a file 

with a predefined shape extension based on the output format (e.g., “.dat,” “.obj,” 

“.hdf5”).  In this case, no size parameters are needed and they are ignored if included. 

 

 unitcell (NC by 3 vector where NC is the number of particles in the unit cell): used to 

shift the origin of the shape to a specific region of space and, furthermore, to define 

the unit cell of some periodic structure (e.g. a BCC lattice).  The values are less or 

equal to 1, and will be multiplied by the lattice “scaling” factor (See grain parameters 

below). This attribute is optional with a default value of [0 0 0]. 

 

 ztilt (real): the tilt angle applied to the shape with respect to the z-axis in the xz plane.  

This attribute is optional with a default value of 0. 

 

 xyrotation (real): the in-plane rotation angle applied to the shape around the z-axis.  

This attribute is optional with a default value of 0. 
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 param (object): a set of geometric parameters and their statistical distributions for 

shapes with analytical form factor descriptions only.  These items are defined in 

Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

2.  layer  

 

The “layer” object defines each layer in the sample by the following attributes: 

 

 key (string): a unique layer identifier.  The substrate layer is a special case with 

identifier = “substr.” 

 

 order (integer): the stacking order of the layer from top (order = 1) to bottom.  A 

value must be specified. 

 

 thickness (real): thickness of the layer.  A value is required unless the order equals    

“-1” for a semi-infinite substrate layer. 

 

 refindex (object): the layer's refractive index parameters with attributes “delta” (real) 

and “beta” (real).  These values must be specified. 

 

If no layers are specified in the input, HipGISAXS computes the scattered intensity 

within the Born approximation. 

 

 

3.  structure 

 

In general, a sample may be composed of a collection of different “structure” 

objects which each represent an ensemble.  At least one structure object definition is 

required in the input and can be defined further by “grain” and “ensemble” objects. 

 

a.  grain 
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A grain is defined by a shape object with an associated refractive index, a layer, 

and a custom structure factor as depicted in Figure 4.  Therefore, this object has the 

following defining attributes: 

 

 shape:key (string): the unique key of the shape in the grain.  This entry is required. 

 

 refindex (object): the refractive index of the grains with attributes “delta” (real) and 

“beta” (real).  This entry is required. 

 

 layer:key (string): the unique key of the layer in which the structure is embedded.  

The grain is shifted along z so that its lower boundary matches the bottom interface of 

the layer.  This entry is optional (default = “”, which corresponds to the structure 

being located in vacuum on the topmost layer of the sample). 

 

 lattice (object): the lattice type and plane orientation (if present in the list), or 

alternatively, the custom lattice vectors.  Definitions of the lattice type and plane 

orientation override any specified lattice vectors.  This attribute is optional (default = 

{ } and the “repetition” value is set to [1 1 1] – see below).  The “lattice” object 

consists of the following attributes: 

 

– type (string): lattice type specified as “cubic,” “hex,” “hcp,” “bcc,” “fcc,” or “fco.”  

This entry is optional and overrides the lattice vectors “a,” “b,” and “c” described 

below (default = “cubic”). 

 

– hkl (string): the standard Miller indices defining the orientation of the lattice (e.g.,  

“110” or “111”).  This entry is optional (default = “100”). 

 

– a, b, and c (3 real element vectors): the three lattice vectors generating the grain.  

This attribute is required if the “type” value is not provided. 
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– abangle (real): the angle in degrees between the lattice vectors “a” and “b” as 

shown in Figure 8(b).  This attribute required when the lattice type is “fco” and 

optional otherwise (default = 60). 

 

– caratio (real): the ratio of the moduli of “c” by “a” as shown in Figure 8(b).  This 

attribute is required when the lattice type is “fco” or “hcp” and optional otherwise 

(default = 1). 

 

– “<filename>.spa”: name of a file containing the custom positions of the shape that 

form the grain (e.g., as obtained from a model).  

 

NOTE: Use of one unitary vector among a, b, and c is recommended. 

 

 transvec (3 real element vector): translation vector applied to the grain where the third 

component (the z-coordinate) is defined with respect to the bottom of the layer in 

which the grain is embedded (i.e., “layer:key”).  This entry is optional (default =       

[0 0 0]). 

 

 scaling (real): factor that scales the lattice vectors.  This entry is optional (default = 1). 

 

 repetition (3 real element vector): number of shape repetitions along the x, y, and z 

directions to expand the size or spatial extent of a periodic lattice.  This entry is 

optional (default = [1 1 1]). 

 

 orientations (object): distribution of the shape’s orientations in the grain.  These 

orientations must match the total number of shape repetitions given by the “repetition” 

attribute or the number of coordinates given in the .spa file. This entry is optional 

(default = {stat = “single,” rot1 = {axis = “x,” angles = [0 0]}}) and the relevant 

attributes are as follows: 
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– stat (string): the statistic that governs the shape orientations and rotations.  This 

entry is optional (default = “single”) and has one of the following values: 

 

 “single”: for a single orientation of the shape given by the minimum angle 

values of rot1, rot2, and rot3 (see below). 

 

 “range”: for a range of orientations that the shape take.  The (equiprobable) 

values are given by the angle interval in rot1, rot2, and rot3 (see below). 

 

 “random”: for grains having all possible rotations and orientations in 3D space 

(i.e., isotropic system).  The attributes rot1, rot2, and rot3 have no meaning 

here and may be omitted. 

 

 “<filename>.ori”: file name containing a NS × 3 matrix which defines the NS 

orientations of the shapes (e.g., as obtained from a model).  The shape 

orientations should match their respective positions in the .spa file.  Hence, 

the .ori and .spa files must have the same dimensions. 

 

– rot1, rot2, and rot3 (objects): the rotation axis and the minimum and maximum 

rotation angles.  These entries are optional (default = {axis = “x,” angles = [0 0]}) 

and have the following attributes: 

 

 axis (string): has one of the values “x,” “y,” or “z.” This entry is optional 

(default = “x,” “y,” and “z,” respectively for rot1, rot2, and rot3). 

 

 angles (2 real element vector): the minimum and maximum rotation angle 

values.  This entry is optional (default = [0 0]). 

 

Note that the rotations are applied to the shape exactly in the order rot1, rot2, and 

then rot3 (whenever applicable). 
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b.  ensemble 

 

A grain can be replicated according to a spatial and orientation distribution in the 

irradiated volume to form the ensemble that best describes the actual sample.  The 

ensemble may, for example, be used to capture statistical information present in the 

sample such as isotropy or radial averaging (see Figure 4).  The “ensemble” object has 

the following attributes: 

 

 spacing (3 real element vector): average spacing between the grains along the x, y, 

and z directions when replicated inside the irradiated volume.  The spacing is related 

to the density of the grains in the volume, as larger spacings result in smaller grain 

densities.  This attribute is optional (default = [0 0 0]). 

 

 maxgrains (3 integer element vector): the maximum number of replicas of the grain in 

the irradiated volume.  This parameter is also used to confine the ensemble along one 

or more directions; for example, to define a 2D horizontal ensemble, specify 

maxgrains = [1000 1000 1].  This entry is optional (default = [1 1 1]).  The product of 

the components of this vector gives the value of NG. 

 

 distribution (string): spatial distribution of the grains within the irradiated volume.  

The value of this attribute is used to produce a NG × 3 matrix which defines the 

positions of the NG grains of the ensemble.  The distribution values can be specified 

as follows: 

 

– “regular”: for grain packing in an orthogonal lattice with characteristics specified 

by the “spacing” and “maxgrains” values (default value). 

 

– “random”: for random grain positions with characteristics specified by the 

“spacing” and “maxgrains” values. 
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– “<filename>.spa”: name of a file containing the NG positions of the grains (e.g., 

as obtained from a model). 

 

 orientations (object): distribution of the grain orientations in the ensemble.  These 

orientations must match the positions of the NG grains generated from the 

“distribution” attribute.  This entry is optional (default = {stat = “single,” rot1 = {axis 

= “x,” angles = [0 0]}}) and the relevant attributes are as follows: 

 

– stat (string): the statistic that governs the grain orientations and rotations.  This 

entry is optional (default = “single”) and has one of the following values: 

 

 “single”: for a single orientation of the grains given by the minimum angle 

values of rot1, rot2, and rot3 (see below). 

 

 “range”: for a range of orientations that the grains take.  The (equiprobable) 

values are given by the angle interval in rot1, rot2, and rot3 (see below). 

 

 “random”: for grains having all possible rotations and orientations in 3D space 

(i.e., isotropic system).  The attributes rot1, rot2, and rot3 have no meaning 

here and may be omitted. 

 

 “<filename>.ori”: file name containing a NG × 3 matrix which defines the NG 

orientations of the grains (e.g., as obtained from a model).  The grain 

orientations should match their respective positions in the .spa file.  Hence, 

the .ori and .spa files must have the same dimensions. 

 

– rot1, rot2, and rot3 (objects): the rotation axis and the minimum and maximum 

rotation angles as defined under the “grain” section above.  Similarly, note that 

the rotations are applied to the grain exactly in the order rot1, rot2, and then rot3 

(whenever applicable).  Figure 4(b) depicts an ensemble model and the various 

attributes involved. 
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4.  instrumentation 

 

In order to describe the instrumentation used in the GISAXS experiment, the user 

must enter the experimental and detector parameters as follows. 

 

a.  scattering 

 

The parameters relevant to the X-ray beam and the sample orientation with 

respect to the incident direction are specified by the following variables: 

 

 expt (string): the type of experiment defined by “gisaxs” or “saxs” (currently 

implemented).  Future versions of the code will model “giwaxs” and “waxs” 

experiments as well.  This entry is optional (default = “gisaxs”). 

 

 alphai (object): the incident angle in degrees with attributes “min” (real), “max” (real), 

and “step” (real) that correspond to the minimum, maximum, and step values, 

respectively.  This entry is optional (default = {min = 0.1} and {min = 0} for expt = 

“gisaxs” and expt = “saxs”, respectively). 

 

 inplanerot (object): the in-plane sample rotation angles in degrees with attributes 

“min” (real), “max” (real), and “step” (real) that correspond to the minimum, 

maximum, and step values, respectively.  This entry is optional (default ={min = 0}). 

 

 tilt (object): the sample tilt angle in degrees with respect to the z-axis in the yz plane.  

The attributes are “min” (real), “max” (real), and “step” (real) that correspond to the 

minimum, maximum, and step values, respectively.  This entry is optional (default = 

{min = 0}). 

 

 photon (object): the photon energy or wavelength used in the X-ray scattering 

experiment.  The parameters are “value” and “unit” and correspond to the numerical 

value and the units in which is it expressed, respectively.  The accepted units are “ev” 
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for the energy in eV and “nm” for the wavelength in nm.  This entry is optional 

(default = {value = 10000, unit = “ev”}.  

 

 polarization (string): the polarization of the incident electromagnetic wave with value 

“s,” “p,” or “sp” for s-, p- or elliptic wave polarization.  This attribute is optional 

(default = “s”). 

 

 coherence (real): the coherence length of the X-ray beam in nm.  This attribute is 

optional (default = 300). 

 

 spotarea (real): the surface area of the X-ray beam spot impinging on the sample or 

the cross sectional area of the beam at the sample location in mm
2
.  This attribute is 

optional (default = 1). 

 

 smearing: the smearing effect of the scattered beam in q-space along the x, y, and z 

directions for each of the scattering vector components.  This feature will be 

implemented in a future version of the code. 

 

 

b.  detector 

 

The parameters corresponding to the 2D area detector are provided by the 

following variables: 

 

 origin (string): the location of the origin of the 2D detector or in the image.  The 

origin is specified here as “tl,” “bl,” “tr,” or “br” for top-left, bottom-left, top-right, 

and bottom-right, respectively.  This attribute is optional (default = “bl”). 

 

 totalpixels (2 integer element vector): the total number of pixels in the 2D detector 

along the y and z directions.  This attribute is optional (default = [1000 1000]). 
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 sdd (real): the sample to detector distance in mm.  This entry is optional (default = 

2000). 

 

 pixelsize (real): the detector pixel size in mm.  This entry is optional (default = 0.2). 

 

 directbeam (2 real element vector): the pixel position of the direct beam.  This entry is 

optional (default = central pixel deduced from the total pixels above). 

5.  computation 

 

The computational parameters pertaining to the simulation are given by the 

following attributes: 

 

 pathprefix (string): the path prefix specifying the directory which contains the input 

files and where the outputs are saved.  This entry is optional (default = “.”, which is 

the current directory). 

 

 runname (string): the name assigned to the current run which will also serve as the 

name of the directory where the output will be saved.  This entry is optional (default 

= string stating the date and time when the run was launched). 

 

 method (string): the theoretical approach used to solve the X-ray scattering problem.  

Currently, the values are “dwba” and “ba” for the DWBA and the BA methods, 

respectively.  This entry is optional (default = “dwba”). 

 

 outputregion (object): the region of reciprocal space where the computation will be 

carried out.  It is specified by the following four attributes: 

 

– type (string): the coordinate space of the output data.  The options are “qspace,” 

“pixels,” or “angles” and correspond to the standard (qpar, qz), (xpixel, ypixel) or    (2θ, 

αf) axes.  This entry is optional (default = “qspace”). 
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– minpoint (real): the bottom left corner of the output region.  This entry is optional 

(default = [-2 -1] for type = “qspace,” default = [0 0] for type = “pixels,” and 

default = [-2 0] for type = “angles”). 

 

– maxpoint (real): the top right corner of the output region.  This entry is optional 

(default = [2 2] for type = “qspace,” default = (totalpixels) for type = “pixels,” and 

default = [2 2] for type = “angles”). 

  

– source (string): indicates the “.grd” file that contains the custom grid of the 

defined type.  This file must provide the set of horizontal and vertical points that 

form the 2D grid in which the GISAXS intensity is computed.  This parameter 

allows one to define complex grids such as non-uniform ones.  This entry is 

optional, and when provided, it overrides the “minpoint” and “maxpoint” 

parameters (default = {type = “qspace,” minpoint = [0 0], maxpoint = 

(totalpixels)}). 

 

 resolution (2 integer element vector): the number of q-points per pixel, which 

determines the resolution of the output image.  This entry is optional (default = [2 2]).  

 

 slicing (object): the parameters for the slicing routine. It is specified by the following 

four attributes: 

– number (integer): maximum number of slices used in the computation. When 

greater than 2, the sample is subdivided into slices of equal thickness.  

– interfaces (real vector): the z-coordinates of the slices’ interfaces in ascending 

order, 0 being the coordinate of the substrate’s surface. 

This entry is optional (slicing ={number= 0} corresponds to no slicing performed). 
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B.  Tables of input parameters 

 

 

Shape id parameters 

Box box “xsize”, “ysize”, “height” 

Cylinder cylinder “radius”, “height” 

Sphere sphere “radius” 

Truncated pyramid truncpyr “xsize”, “ysize”, “height”, “baseangle” 

Truncated cone trunccone “radius”, “height”, “baseangle” 

3-fold prism prism3 “edge”, “height” 

6-fold prism prism6 “edge”, “height” 

Sawtooth (prism along x) sawtooth “xsize”, “ysize”, “height”, “baseangle” 

 

Table 1.  HipGISAXS shapes that have an analytical expression of the form factor and the 

relevant geometric parameters, which characterize the shapes. 

 

 

Attribute Data type Description 

type string Type of shape geometric parameter with values “radius”, 

“xsize”, “ysize”, “height”, “edge”, or “baseangle” for radius, 

size along x, size along y, height (along z), and base angle, 

respectively (when applicable). 

min real Minimum or the default value of the parameter.  (required) 

max real Maximum of the value of the parameter.  (optional: default = 

min) 

stat string Statistic describing the distribution of the values of the 

parameter with these options: “” (none), “uniform”, and 

“gaussian” for single value (minimum), uniform distribution, 

and Gaussian distribution, respectively.  (optional: default = “”) 
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p1 real Statistical parameter 1.  For “gaussian”, p1 is the mean value.  

(optional: default = 0) 

p2 real Statistical parameter 2.  For “gaussian”, p2 is the standard 

deviation.  (optional: default = 0) 

nvalues integer Number of values of the parameters to take between min and 

max.  (optional: default =1) 

 

Table 2.  Distribution attributes for the geometric parameters of the analytical shapes. 

 

Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

key string - yes key = “s1” 

name string - yes id = “grating.shp” 

unitcell vector (3) [0 0 0] no unitcell=[0 0 0; 0.5 0.5 0.5] 

ztilt real (deg) 0 no ztilt = 10 

xyrotation real (deg) 0 no xyrotation = 90 

param object - 
no (if custom 

shape) 
See Table 2 

 

Table 3.  “Shape” object attributes 

 

 

 

Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

key string - yes key = “l1” 

order integer - yes order = 1 

thickness real (nm) - yes thickness = 50 

refindex object - yes refindex = {delta = 6.5e-6, beta = 7e-8} 

 

Table 4.  “Layer” object attributes 

 

 

 

Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

shape:key integer - yes shape:key = “s1” 

refindex object - yes 
refindex = {delta = 2.5e-6, 

beta = 3e-8} 

layer:key integer “” no layer:key = “l1” 
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lattice object {type = “cubic”} no lattice = {type = “hex”} 

transvec 
vector 

(nm) 
[0 0 0] no transvec = [0 0 10] 

scaling real (nm) 1 no scaling = 70 

repetition vector (3) [1 1 1] no repetition = [50 50 1] 

 

Table 5.  Grain attributes 

 

Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

spacing vector (3) [0 0 0] no spacing = [10 10 10] 

maxgrains vector (3) [1 1 1] no maxgrains = [20 20 10] 

distribution string “regular” no distribution = “random” 

orientations object {stat = “single”} no 
orientation = {stat = 

                          “random”} 

 

Table 6.  Ensemble attributes 

 

 

 

Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

expt string “gisaxs” no expt = “saxs” 

alphai object 0.1 no 
alphai = {min = 0.1, max = 

0.2, step = 0.01} 

inplanerot object {min = 0} no 
inplanerot = {min = 0, max 

= 90, step = 5} 

tilt object {min = 0} no 
tilt = {min = 0, max = 1, 

step = 0.2} 

photon object 
{value = 10000, 

   unit = “ev”} 
no 

photon = {value = 0.1,  

                  unit  = “nm”} 

polarization string “s” no polarization = “p” 

coherence real (nm) 300 no coherence = 200 

spotarea real (mm
2
) 1 no spotarea = 0.5 

 

Table 7.  X-ray scattering experimental parameters 
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Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

origin string “bl” no origin = “lr” 

totalpixels vector (2) [1000 1000] no totalpixels = [1043 1043] 

sdd real 2000 no sdd = 4000 

pixelsize real 0.2 no pixelsize = 0.174 

directbeam vector (2) (center of detector) no directbeam = [500 600] 

 

Table 8.  GISAXS area detector parameters 

 

 

 

 

Attribute Data type Default Required Example 

pathprefix string “.” no pathprefix = “mysample/ ” 

runname string (time stamp) no runname = “mymodel1” 

method string “dwba” no method = “ba” 

outputregion object 
{type = 

“qspace”} 
no 

outputregion = {type = 

“pixels”, minpoint = [200 

400], maxpoint = [600 900]} 

resolution vector (2) [1 1] no resolution = [2 3] 

slicing object {number=0} no 
slicing = {interfaces=[ 0 10 

45 100 ] } 

 

Table 9.  HipGISAXS simulation parameters 
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C.  Detailed Performance Results 

 

Table 10 contains the HipGISAXS runtimes and relative speedups on the GPU 

cluster for different data sets and varying number of GPUs.  Table 11 shows the runtimes 

and relative speedups on the CPU cluster with varying number of CPUs. 

 

 

 

GPUs 
Data set 1 Data set 2 

Runtime (s) Speedup Runtime (s) Speedup 

1 8,547 1.000 - - 

2 4,283 1.996 - - 

4 2,138 3.998 - - 

8 1,078 7.929 63,876 1.000 

16 542 15.769 31,322 2.039 

32 245 34.885 15,738 4.059 

64 121 70.636 7,738 8.255 

128 66 129.500 4,073 15.683 

256 31 275.710 1,974 32.359 

512 17 502.765 1,018 62.747 

768 12 712.250 693 92.173 

930 10 854.700 618 103.360 

 

Table 10.  Runtimes in seconds and the corresponding relative speedups with respect to 

the smallest number of nodes that could execute the simulations on the GPU cluster.  

Each node has one GPU card. 
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CPU Nodes 
Data set 1 Data set 2 

Runtime (s) Speedup Runtime (s) Speedup 

1 55,582 1.000 - - 

2 27,965 1.988 - - 

4 14,033 3.960 - - 

8 7,504 7.407 - - 

16 3,509 15.840 - - 

32 1,867 29.771 85,064 1.000 

64 894 62.172 40,440 2.103 

128 455 122.158 20,744 4.101 

256 230 241.661 10,464 8.129 

512 124 448.242 5,457 15.588 

1,024 61 911.180 2,654 32.051 

2,048 34 1634.765 1,394 63.173 

4,096 19 2925.368 642 132.498 

6,000 18 3087.889 489 173.955 

 

Table 11.  Runtimes in seconds and corresponding relative speedups with respect to the 

smallest number of nodes that could execute the simulations on the CPU cluster.  Each 

node consists of 24 cores; this equates to a total of 144,000 cores for 6,000 nodes. 
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D.  Sample input files 

 

1.  Block copolymers 

 

a.  BCC (110) spherical phase 

 
hipGisaxsInput = { 

# can have any number of shapes 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "sphere" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="radius", min=12}  

}, 

# can have any number of layers 

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 } 

}  

layer = {  

key = "l1", # a unique key 

order = 1, # order of this layer (top = 1 to bottom);  

thickness = 150, # layer thickness in nm 

refindex = { delta = 8.6e-07, beta = 7.9e-09 } # layer refractive index parameters 

}, 

# can have any number of structures 

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.95e-06, beta = 7.4e-09 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 
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lattice = { lattice="bcc", hkl="110"} , # lattice forming grain  

scaling = 25, # scaling factor for lattice vectors 

transvec = [ 0 0 0 ], # translation vector wrt bottom of the current layer  

repetition = [ 30 30 7 ] # shape repetitions in x, y and z 

}, 

ensemble = { 

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

distribution = "random", # spatial domain distr. in irrad. Volume (see list) 

orientations = { stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # first rotation to apply to domain  

}  

} 

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.175}, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=7350, unit="ev" } # photon energy  

}, 

} 

 

 

b.  Hexagonal cylinder phase 

 
hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "cylinder" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="height", min=150 }, 

param={ type="radius", min=8 } 

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 } 

}  

layer = {  

key = "l1", # a unique key 

order = 1, # order of this layer (top = 1 to bottom);  

thickness = 150, # layer thickness in nm 

refindex = { delta = 4.6e-07, beta = 7.9e-09 } # layer refractive index parameters 
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}, 

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.95e-06, beta = 7.4e-09 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 

lattice = { type="hex" } , # lattice forming grain  

scaling = 50, # scaling factor for lattice vectors  

repetition = [ 40 40 1 ] # shape repetitions in x, y and z 

}, 

ensemble = { 

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

distribution = "random", # spatial domain distr. in irrad. Volume (see list) 

orientations = {  

stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # first rotation to apply to domain  

}  

} 

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.175 }, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=7350, unit="ev" } # photon energy  

},  

}, 

} 

 

 

c.  Horizontal lamellar phase 

 
hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "box" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="height", min=150 }, 

param={ type="width", min=16 }, 

param={ type="length", min=200 } 

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 
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order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 } 

}  

layer = {  

key = "l1", # a unique key 

order = 1, # order of this layer (top = 1 to bottom);  

thickness = 250, # layer thickness in nm 

refindex = { delta = 4.6e-07, beta = 7.9e-09 } # layer refractive index parameters 

}, 

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.95e-06, beta = 7.4e-09 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 

lattice = { type="cubic" } , # lattice forming grain  

scaling = 46, # scaling factor for lattice vectors 

repetition = [ 1 5 1 ] # shape repetitions in x, y and z 

}, 

ensemble = { 

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

distribution = "random", # spatial domain distr. in irrad. Volume (see list) 

orientations = {  

stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="x", angles=[ 90 90 ] }, # first rotation to apply to domain 

rot2={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # second rotation to apply to domain  

}  

} 

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.175 }, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=7350, unit="ev" } # photon energy  

},  

}, 

} 

 

 

d.  Vertical lamellar phase 
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hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "box" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="height", min=150 }, 

param={ type="width", min=16 }, 

param={ type="length", min=200 } 

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 } 

}  

layer = {  

key = "l1", # a unique key 

order = 1, # order of this layer (top = 1 to bottom);  

thickness = 150, # layer thickness in nm 

refindex = { delta = 4.6e-07, beta = 7.9e-09 } # layer refractive index parameters 

}, 

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.95e-06, beta = 7.4e-09 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 

lattice = { type="cubic" } , # lattice forming grain  

scaling = 46, # scaling factor for lattice vectors  

repetition = [ 1 10 1 ] # shape repetitions in x, y and z 

}, 

ensemble = { 

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

distribution = "random", # spatial domain distr. in irrad. Volume (see list) 

orientations = {  

stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # first rotation to apply to domain  

}  

} 

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 
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alphai ={ min=0.175 }, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=7350, unit="ev" } # photon energy  

},  

}, 

} 

 

 

 

e.  Tilted lamellae (0° ± 10° tilt range) 

 
hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "box" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="height", min=150 }, 

param={ type="width", min=16 }, 

param={ type="length", min=140 } 

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 } 

}, 

layer = {  

key = "l1", # a unique key 

order = 1, # order of this layer (top = 1 to bottom);  

thickness = 130, # layer thickness in nm 

refindex = { delta = 4e-08, beta = 7.9e-09 } # layer refractive index parameters 

}, 

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.95e-06, beta = 7.4E-09 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 

lattice = { type="cubic" } , # lattice forming grain  

scaling = 40, # scaling factor for lattice vectors  

repetition = [ 1 30 1 ] # shape repetitions in x, y and z 

}, 

ensemble = { 
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maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

distribution = "random", # spatial domain distr. in irrad. Volume (see list) 

orientations = {  

stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="x", angles=[ -10 10 ] }, # first rotation to apply to domain  

rot2={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # second rotation to apply to domain  

}  

} 

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.175 }, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=7350, unit="ev" }, # photon energy  

},  

}, 

} 

 

 

f.  Si grating patterns (trapezoidal shape) 

 
hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "box" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="height", min=70, max=76, stat="gaussian", p1=73, p2=2, nvalues=7 }, 

param={ type="width", min=13 , max=17, stat="gaussian", p1=15, p2=2, nvalues=5}, 

param={ type="length", min=80, max=120, stat="gaussian", p1=100, p2=10, nvalues=10 } 

param={ type="baseangle", min=86, max=90, stat="gaussian", p1=88, p2=2, nvalues=5 } 

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 } 

}  

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.88e-06, beta = 7.37e-08 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "", # key of the relevant layer 
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lattice = { type="cubic" } , # lattice forming grain  

scaling = 43, # scaling factor for lattice vectors  

repetition = [ 1 8 1 ] # shape repetitions in x, y and z 

}, 

ensemble = { 

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

distribution = "random", # spatial domain distr. in irrad. Volume (see list) 

orientations = {  

stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="x", angles=[ -10 10 ] }, # first rotation to apply to domain  

rot2={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # second rotation to apply to domain  

}  

} 

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.15 }, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=10000, unit="ev" }, # photon energy  

},  

}, 

} 

 

 

2.  Nanoparticle assemblies (4 layers) 

 

hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "sphere" , # code name of the shape (see list) 

param={ type="radius", min=6.0, max=6.2, stat="gaussian", p1=6.1, p2=0.2, nvalues=10 }  

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta=4.88e-06, beta=7.37e-08 } # Si layer 

}, 

layer = {key = "l1",  

order = 1 ,  

thickness=10, 

refindex = { delta=4.87e-06, beta=4.89e-09 } # P4VP layer 
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}, 

layer = {key = "l2",  

order = 2 ,  

thickness=12, 

refindex = { delta=2.48e-06, beta=2.25e-09 } # PS layer 

}, 

layer = {key = "l3",  

order = 3 ,  

thickness=10, 

refindex = { delta=4.87e-06, beta=4.89e-09 } # P4VP layer 

}, 

layer = {key = "l4",  

order = 4 ,  

thickness=12, 

refindex = { delta=2.48e-06, beta=2.25e-09 } # PS layer 

},  

structure = { 

key = "st1", 

grain = { 

shape:key = "s1", 

refindex = { delta = 2.99e-05, beta = 2.2e-06 }, 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 

lattice={ type = "hex" }, 

scaling = 12, # scaling factor for lattice vectors 

transvec = [ 0 0 2 ],  

repetition = [ 40 40 1 ] # shape lattice repetitions in x, y and z 

},  

ensemble = {  

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

orientations = { stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # first rotation to apply to domain  

}  

}  

}, 

structure = { 

key = "st2", 

grain = { 

shape:key = "s1", 

refindex = { delta = 2.99e-05, beta = 2.2e-06 }, 

layer:key = "l3", # key of the relevant layer 

lattice={ type = "hex" }, 

scaling = 12, # scaling factor for lattice vectors 
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transvec = [ 0 0 2 ],  

repetition = [ 40 40 1 ] # shape lattice repetitions in x, y and z 

},  

ensemble = {  

maxgrains = [ 20 20 1 ], # maximum number of grains along x, y and z 

orientations = { stat="range", # domain orientation distr. (see list) 

rot1={ axis="z", angles=[ 0 360 ] } # first rotation to apply to domain  

}  

}  

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.2 }, # incidence angles 

photon ={ value=10000, unit="ev" }, # photon energy  

}, 

}, 

computation = { 

method="dwba", # theorical approach (see list) 

slicing = { number=5 } 

} 

} 

 

 

3.  Complex morphology 

 

hipGisaxsInput = { 

shape = {  

key = "s1", # a unique key to identify this shape in this file 

name = "opv.hdf5" , # code name of the shape (see list)  

},  

layer = {  

key = "substr", # special key for case of the substrate layer infinite in lower half space 

order = -1 , # special order code for the substrate layer 

refindex = { delta=4.88e-06, beta=7.37e-08 } 

}  

layer = {  

key = "l1", # a unique key 

order = 1, # order of this layer (top = 1 to bottom);  

thickness = 800, # layer thickness in nm 
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refindex = { delta = 4.8e-06, beta = 4.2e-08 } # layer refractive index parameters 

}, 

structure = {  

key = "st1",  

grain = {  

shape:key = "s1", # key of the relevant shape 

refindex = { delta = 4.6e-06, beta = 4.9e-08 }, # refractive index parameters of grain 

layer:key = "l1", # key of the relevant layer 

}, 

ensemble = { }  

}, 

instrumentation = {# there is one set of configuration; the elements do not need to appear together  

scattering = { 

expt = "gisaxs", 

alphai ={ min=0.12 }, # incidence angles  

photon ={ value=10000, unit="ev" }, # photon energy  

},  

}, 

} 

 


